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The labyrinth of life and death – Saturn labyrinth 

element: earth      colour: black, darkblue, blue         direction: west 
 

natural form: receptive, three outer paths, central spiral, three inner paths, and a centre 

affects: spirituality, sorrow, reliability, permanence, longevity, death, old age, loss, limitations, hard work, 

separation, slowness, chronic illnesses, earth matters (ore) and real estate (land, not structures) 

receptive form encourages: persistence, obligingness, simplicity, modesty, endurance, fidelity and depth 

expressive form eliminates: lowness, selfishness, insensitivity, pettiness, simple-mindedness, obtuseness, laziness, 

irresponsibility, inconsideration, dishonesty, malice, equanimity, and depravation 

                  

Rahu Labyrinth – the labyrinth of transformation 
element: none     colour: brown, black       direction: southwest 

 

natural form: only one, receptive and expressive simultaneously, seven paths without a centre 

natural movement: receptive 
affects: transformations and all forms of changes, passion, connection, inconstancy, harshness, violence, unexpected 

events, confusion, tragedies, and psychological disorders 

receptive movement encourages: expansion of mind and vision, mobility, quick comprehension, quick ascent, 

relentlessness, intelligence 

expressive movement eliminates: destructiveness, separation, uncalled-for rebelliousness, fanaticism, strangeness 

(being “offbeat”), inconstancy, concealment, mind blurriness, impatience, accusation, and relinquishing 

 

     

The labyrinth of freedom – Ketu labyrinth 
element: none  colour: colour of smoke, grey 

direction: southwest; however, paired up with the labyrinth of transformation – northeast 
 

natural form: only one, receptive and expressive simultaneously, seven paths without a centre 

natural movement: expressive 

affects: liberation from karma, spiritual insights, secrecy, fall, mathematical abilities, unexpected events, enemies, 

spies, injuries, venoms and cures 

expressive movement encourages: leadership, accuracy, speed, acuteness, logicality, intelligence, freedom, and 

discretion 

receptive movement eliminates: destructiveness, unease, restlessness, unnecessary mysteriousness, panic, terror 

and fear, morbidity, abnormality, decadent and tainted spirit and body 

 



 

 

 

                            

Mars labyrinth – the labyrinth of energy 
element: fire  colour: red, the colour of blood  direction: south 

 

natural form: expressive, four turns, five alternating paths, and a centre 

affects: energy, strength, activity, courage, real-estate, enemies, defence (military and aggressive activities), logic, 

fights, injuries, acute illnesses, wounds and operations 

expressive form encourages: accuracy, mobility, acuteness, spontaneity, organisation, dynamism, and heroism 

receptive form eliminates: harshness, aggression, destructiveness, arrogance, quarrelsomeness,  impulsiveness, 

vengefulness, rage, unreliability, negligence, cowardice, violence, and obtrusiveness 

                             

Mercury labyrinth – the labyrinth of connection 
element: air   colour: green    direction: north 

 

natural form: expressive, outer spiral, three central paths, inner spiral, and a centre 

affects: speech, intellect, logic, friendship, trade, diplomacy, negotiation, writing, and adaptability 

expressive form encourages: neutrality, expressiveness, delicacy, speed, easiness, optimism, playfulness, and 

youthfulness 

receptive form eliminates: materialism, cynicism, forgetfulness, talkativeness, two-facedness, indecisiveness, and 

dishonesty 

                    

The labyrinth of love and creation – Venus labyrinth 
element: water   colours: rainbow colours, polychromy, silver and white  direction: southeast 

 

natural form: receptive, three outer paths, an inner spiral, and a centre 

affects: fertility, wishes coming true, love, beauty, charm, pleasure, purity, correct behaviour, occult knowledge, 

comfort, partners and relationships, art, music, poetry, all types of creative work, vehicles, and life abundance 

receptive form encourages: creativity, expressiveness, softness, sophistication, cooperation, originality, passion, 

refinement 

expressive form eliminates: greed, being overshadowed , obsession, jealousy, immorality, exaggeration, and 

infatuation 

 

                       

Sun labyrinth – the labyrinth of power 

element: fire     colour: golden, copper, flame-orange      direction: east 
 

natural form: expressive, six turns, seven intertwined paths and a centre 

affects: human self, ego, soul, individuality, enlightenment, body, 

health, honour, status, personal power 

expressive form encourages: easiness, sophistication, clarity of spirit, 

sharpness, leadership, acuteness, dignity, influence 

receptive form eliminates: insensibility, destructiveness, stubbornness, pride, egocentricity, cruelty, rage, 

despotism, pompousness, provocativeness 

 

                       

Moon labyrinth – the labyrinth of feelings 
element: water   colour: white and silver   direction: northwest 

 

natural form: receptive, two turns,three spirals one within the other, and a centre 

affects: spirit, feelings, intuition, publicity, home, fame, 

abundance, social behaviour and journeys 

receptive form encourages: agility, speed, softness, creativity, sophistication, 

protection, dedication, adaptability, sensuality, tenderness, 

heartiness, and compassion 

expressive form eliminates: coldness, passiveness, insecurity, shyness, superficiality, carelessness, concern, 

instability, languidness, malice 

                      

The labyrinth of wisdom – Jupiter labyrinth 
element: space (aether, akasha) colour: yellow and orange  direction: northeast 

 

natural form: expressive, outward spiral, four alternating paths, and a centre 

affects: knowledge, happiness, education, wisdom, wealth, virtues, relationship with the divine, children, teachers 

and students, as well as justice 

expressive form encourages: peace, dispersal, (spiritual) leadership, understanding, tolerance, impartiality, 

satisfaction, humbleness, 

order , wholeness, and morality 

receptive form eliminates: heaviness, possessiveness, exclusiveness, prejudice, wrong judgments, dishonesty, and 

stinginess 


